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The  children  who  have  severe 
speech and physical disabilities can not 
learn  and  write  like  other  children. 
Therefore, special education instructors, 
language therapists and parents of these 
children  usually  use  real  objects, 
pictures  or  gestures  to  teach  these 
children  with  severe  communication 
impairments to do daily communication.   
Recently,  Picture  Communication 
Symbols  (PCS)  are  developed  in  US. 
The trainers can “talk to” the children 
with severe communication impairments 
by  pointing  the  picture  vocabulary  of 
PCS word by word.    In such way, PCS 
can  be  used  as  the  augmentative 
communication  media  before  the 
children  with  severe  communication 
impairments  develop  their  language 
abilities.
This  project  proposes  to  build an  internet-based  augmentative  and 
alternative  graphics  communication 
system.    This  system  can  help  the 
children  with  severe  communication 
impairments to do remote conversation 
with  others  through  vocabularies 
displayed on a computer.    This project 
is  one  subproject  of  a  three-year 
integrated project. The first year, based 
on the idea from PCS, we develop two 
important  modulars  for  picture 
communication  system:  a  picture 
vocabulary  database  management 
system  and  an  intelligent  keyboard 
system. The second year (i.e., this year), 
we  develop  a  W eb-based  picture 
communication  system  based  on  XML 
(eXtensible  Markup  Language).  The 
system includes the Intelligent Keyboard 
System  which  can  create  XML 
documents (ie., Layout Editor and Map 
Editor) and the PCS Viewer Which can 
view the XML documents created by the 
previous  module.  The third year, one 
internet-based  chat  system  which 
extends  the  picture  communication 
system will be developed. We also plan 
to  evaluate  the  performance  and  other 
factors  when  the  children  with  severe 
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<blockset> cols Blockset ꒸꿀,Colsꫭꗜꙕ귓blockꙢ뻣귓ꪩ궱ꪺ꓀끴ꓱ꣒.
Eg.<blockset cols=“33%,33%,33%”>
<block> Name, color Block꒸꿀,Name결ꚹblockꪺꙗ꙲,Color 결ꚹ blockꪺ썃ꛢ.
Ex.<blockname=“block1”color=“FF0000>
<key> fx,fy,lx,ly ꯶뙳꒸꿀,fx,fyꫭꗜ꯶뙳ꖪꑗꓨꪺ x,y깹볐, lx,lyꫭꗜ꯶뙳ꕫꑗ
ꓨꪺx,y깹볐,
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뽗ꗟ뭹 ꒤ꓟꕹꑬ+뽗ꗟ뭹 (꣢꫌꒣꒬곛땯ꗍ쏶ꭙ) 
Ꟛ귌삳룓굮뛔돒ꅁ꒣걏뛜ꅈ
ꓑ껰엜ꑆꅁꙞ깡ꝡꅃ
ꫭꑇ ꒤ꓥꕹꮬꓥꩫꅝꑀꅞ
ꕹꮬ꓀쏾 ꒤ꓥꕹꮬ닕Ꙙ
뎯굺ꕹ 녠꣏ꗎ꒧ꕹꮬ뚵ꗘ
껉뚡+ꙡ쉉+ꕄ뗼+맯뙈+꣆ꗳ
ꕄ뗼+ꙡ쉉+꣆ꗳ
ꕄ뗼+꣆ꗳ
ꕄ뗼+ꙡ쉉
껉뚡+ꕄ뗼+꣆ꗳ
껉뚡+ꕄ뗼+맯뙈+꣆ꗳ
껉뚡+ꕄ뗼+ꙡ쉉
꿊ꕄ뗼꒧골꣏ꕹ
ꑗꙃꕹꮬ뚵ꗘꅁ굙꿊ꕄ뗼ꭨ결골꣏ꕹꅃ
슲돦ꕹ
돦ꑀ뗼ꫭ륆ꅃ
뫃냝ꕹ 걏ꭄ냝ꕹ
뎯굺ꕹꙁꕛꑗꅵ뫃냝끏뢹ꅶ ꅃꙞ떪Ꙟ썄냝ꕹ
꣏ꗎ뎯굺ꕹꕹꮬꅁ꛽ꕈ뛱꫅ꓨꚡ닕ꚨ냝ꕹꅃ
슲돦냝ꕹ
돦ꑀ뗼ꫭ륆ꅃ
띐맄ꕹ 돦ꑀ뗼ꫭ륆ꝙꕩꅃ
ꫭꑔ ꒤ꓥꕹꮬꓥꩫꅝꑇꅞ
맏ꑇꙃꕘ볆귓꒤ꓥꪺ PCSꕹꑬ뵤꣒ꕈ꣑냑ꛒꅃ
Ꟛ끑립ꙡ빟ꅃ
ꥦꥦ돟앷곝걇꣆껑ꅃ
꒵ꓑꅝ걏ꅞ뒸ꓑꅃ
떹Ꟛ꒭ꅝ귓ꅞ쒫ꩇꅃ
Ꟛ꒣굮ꙙ멾돹ꅃ
꒵ꓑꚭꑗꟚ굮ꪨꪨ녡Ꟛꕨꛊ덦꒽ꕱꪱꅃꙁꢣꅃ
맏ꑇ 맏꟎꙲띊뵤ꙃꕹ닕ꚨ